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Adaptability and scalability in  
a dynamic environment
On land, sea or air, today’s armed forces are being challenged  
to adapt as never before, with ever changing mission profiles,  
base relocations and expansions, and new equipment and  
supplies that must be commissioned, maintained and stored.  
Mission readiness is the key to success in the face of these challenges.

Welcome to the No. 1
LISTA is the recognised market leader in respect to workspace 
and storage equipment. We have set the standard and  
our name stands synonymous for drawer cabinets. The wide 
selection of cabinets, workstations and shelving systems  
can be freely combined to make your workspace work.  
Our products are enjoyed today by over 100,000 satisfied 
customers in a variety of different industries.

Trust our experience in defense and security
Storage and workspace solutions must match the very specific 
needs of this unique industry. For decades, LISTA has been  
assisting its many defense and security customers in meeting 
their complex and often individual requirements by supplying 
unique storage and workspace products. Their rugged  
design and full suite of security and safety features guarantee 
operational readiness in even the most hostile environments,  
no matter what the next mission involves. So you can  
be sure that your equipment is well maintained and fully  
operational – whenever needed.
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Storage must be fit for purpose; tailored for the job and integrated with processes it fully supports any work operations. 
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Protecting what  
protects you
Today, armed forces must cope with a  
multitude of equipment and supplies  
ranging from personal gear to complex 
high-technology systems. With our  
wide range of storage solutions, combined 
with a modular building block approach, 
LISTA specifically addresses the unique  
requirements of the defense industry for 
efficient, space saving and cost-effective 
solutions.  

A System for Your Success.
The LISTA standard unit is the base of a system in which  
multiple components can be combined and matched.  
Cabinets, workstations and workbenches, or shelving systems 
can be freely configured, independently partitioned,  
intelligently labelled and protected with access control.  
Furthermore, almost any colour can be chosen to meet your 
desire. In short, LISTA provides a system to organise your  
business successfully.

In the right place, all of the time 
Our modular approach lets customers meet their specific  
needs – whether for a logistic formation, support container, 
mobile workstation or a maintenance workshop.  
We maximise your storage density and space utilisation.  

The challenges linked with the requirement to service, store  
and logistically manage tools, optics, radios, or weapons  
and ammunition are ever present. With decades of experience, 
LISTA storage solutions successfully meet these challenges.   
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LISTA equipment optimises space
utilisation in containers taken
along as workshops and spare
parts stores to fulfil missions.

Maximum attention must be paid to securing and protecting materials being transported,  
no matter what external conditions might prevail.
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Wide product range

Drawer cabinets
The configuration options in 
terms of size, colour, locking 
system, equipment and drawer 
partitions are almost infinite.

Heavy-duty shelves
Ideal for storage of heavy items 
up to 1,000 kg per pull-out shelf 
(9,000 kg per shelving unit).

Shelving systems
Whether a one- or two-storey 
design, shelving systems  
offer a stable and space-saving 
storage option.

Security 
Mobile workshops and shelters undergo heavy  
vibration during transport. Goods thus have to be 
carefully stowed en route. In view of the high  
strength and stability, the various security measures 
and the special locking mechanisms of LISTA  
equipment, we offer the ideal solution.
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Quality Station
The testing and control 
workstations offer space  
for everything you need  
for quality assurance,  
in a compact area.

Drawer storage walls
These units combine the benefits  
of a drawer cabinet with those  
of a shelving system and can be 
configured individually.

Workbenches
With up to 3-tonne load capacity, the 
workbenches can be configured and 
adjusted individually using the modular 
approach, to cater for any requirements.

Clothes lockers
The clothes lockers offer  
good and secure storage  
for clothing and shoes.
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Match the storage  
to your mission
LISTA makes workspace work – on land,  
sea and air. From stackable cabinets  
to lightweight storage solutions, we offer 
components for a very wide range of  
applications, including mobile workshops,  
ISO containers and semitrailers.  
Our systems can also be customised to  
meet individual specifications as to size,  
color, interior outfitting and access control. 

LISTA listens
When you approach us with a storage need, the first thing  
we do is listen to what you have to say. Then we present  
a detailed plan for your individual workspace and storage  
needs. Our efficient project management ensures smooth  
fulfillment within the agreed cost and schedule framework.  
And last but not least, we offer expert local installation  
and repair services if needed.

A Solution to Match Your Needs.
Products made by LISTA have set standards by reaching  
far beyond standard applications. We are committed  
to fulfilling customer requirements with tailor-made solutions  
– regardless of project size or industry. Our universal system  
and vast planning expertise will turn your expectations  
into reality – promptly and reliably.
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Modern weapon storage systems are configurable and scaleable to fit a multitude  
of different firearms and accessories. Weapon storage solutions are produced  
for ease of use, and designed to be well suited for any size armories within military,  
law enforcement and correctional facilities. These solutions can be fitted to both  
stationary and containerbased configurations.
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References

Well respected and proven:
Today, LISTA products are used by nearly all the armed forces of major NATO members, or integrated 
by major Prime Suppliers into their solutions. Please contact us for specific references and contacts. 

Aviation

Support and Repair

Weapons

Personal Gear

Medical Records

Computer and Communications Equipment
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Invest in success, recruit the best
Armed forces have to be ready for operations  
at any time, with absolute confidence in  
equipment and gear. This means that storage 
and workspace solutions must be robust,  
durable and part of a system to ensure inter-
changeability and flexibility. Additions and 
replacements must be available long-term.

A Sound Investment.
By opting for LISTA you place your trust in durability and  
continuity. Our unique 10-year product and re-ordering  
guarantee reflects our corporate philosophy. We process  
only the highest quality materials. Our products are made  
in Switzerland or Germany and shipped to customers  
through a broad distribution and service network.

Codified Quality
Storage systems must also comply with relevant standards.  
Only certified products may be used in security-related  
applications. LISTA is a registered member of the NATO Support 
Agency (NSPA) and a large number of products can be purcha-
sed under the specific Nato Stock Numbers (No. S4437). Due 
to our rigorous quality management we are certified to ISO 
9001 and 14001. Our ESD workstations have been tested and 
certified to the relevant IEC standard. This attests that LISTA 
products and services have a constant, high quality level that 
helps armed forces perform their vital functions.
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www.lista.com
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